CITY OF CAMMACK VILLAGE
BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION

OWNER: __________________________ PHONE #: __________________________

CONTRACTOR: ___________________ PHONE#: __________________________

JOB DESCRIPTION: _________________________________________________

LOCATION: ______________________ ESTIMATED COST: ______________

ISSUE DATE____________________ EXPIRATION DATE_______________

Development projects requiring a permit must submit, along with this applications, a boundary survey showing all existing and proposed structures. The building official may waive this requirement if substantially equivalent information is available from other sources.

Major development projects (new constructions, changes in footprint/initial square footage, etc) require an additional design plan to be submitted with this applications. It must show the actual location of all foundation forms or guides as set upon the ground. The plan must include an architectural design of the new development and the new development’s location in relations to the setback boundaries of the building site or changes from original structure.

Additional information such as copies of floor plans, elevation drawings and/or a detailed written description of the scope of work to be performed may be required by the building official.

This permit is issued on the express condition that the above work shall conform in all respects to the statements certified to in the application for such permit, and that all work shall be done in accordance with all applicable zoning, building, electrical, plumbing and mechanical ordinances of the City of Cammack Village and the State of Arkansas.

For any work pertaining to the installation of new or modification of existing water supply, natural gas or waste lines a Plumbing Permit must be obtained from licensed state plumbing inspector. A copy of the approved permit application must be delivered by the contractor or owner listed above to the attention of the Cammack Village Building Inspector.

If a variance to the building ordinance is required to perform the scope of work as described above, all of the requirements for requesting such a variance must be met and on file with the City Clerk, and the request approved by the Board of Adjustments or equivalent governing body before a building permit will be issued.

PERMIT FEE: ____________________ PERMIT #: ________________________

APPROVED BY: _____________________ ISSUED BY: ______________________